I HAVE SEEN MANY E.SYBOX IN BANGKOK

WHERE:
Bangkok is nowadays a capital of the world. Thanks
to a continuous economic growth and new buildings
raising every year, Bangkok is an example of
modernity and progress, thoroughfare for trade and
cultures between Western countries and South-East
Asia. With excellent services and big innovations,
Bangkok is still maintaining its history and culture,
with unaltered traditions that can be easily detected
on local people behavior. That’s why Bangkok is the
favorite destination both for tourists both for
businessmen, invading every road and every corner
of the city.

WHEN: January 2018
CONTRACTOR: Pneumax / Active Ceramic
CUSTOMER: Navatanee Project

THE REQUEST:
Navatanee neighborhood is located in the north-east area of Bangkok, 20 km from the city center. Its position is
appreciated by those people who loves to breath the fresh air of nature and green landscapes. Navatanee lets you
luxuriate in a magnitude of serenity, and circulate around recreational activities whilst embracing the whispering
orchestra of crickets day and night. A golf course center is available in the big park surrounded by hills and lakes,
and the prime-level residential area is expanding: it will accommodate 16 new houses with an average width of
60 meters.
The responsible of the “Navatanee residential project” met DAB Pumps during an exhibition in Bangkok. He was
surprised by the revolutionary concept of the booster set: easy to use and easy to install, no need of control box to
operate the function of the two pumps, beautiful design perfectly matching the style of the high-end furniture and
equipment of the houses.
The customer tried one unit at first, and after the success and the positive feedback, he extended the E.sytwin to
5 further villas. The rest of the houses might be changed later, switching from a traditional system to a modern
E.sytwin. This will also permit a major comfort to users and energy saving, thanks to constant pressure and VFD
control.

• 12 x E.SYBOX

• 6 x E.SYTWIN

